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For Decision

Summary

Whilst the City Corporation is able to fund the projects (major and second-tier) that are 
currently in flight during 2019/20, resources are significantly constrained beyond next 
year. At the Finance Committee and Policy and Resources Committee meetings in 
February 2019 Members agreed to hold a special meeting of Resource Allocation Sub 
Committee to scrutinise the capital funding bids and prioritise central resources. 
Members agreed the following additional interim criteria which have been used to 
prioritise the capital funding bids:

a. A hold on gateway 5 approvals in the project procedure and all new projects 
pending the review. Resource Allocation Sub-Committee could defer 
projects that are not critical for 1 year; and only

b. Approve essential schemes that:
i. Address a risk on the corporate risk register, and
ii. Have a sound business case that clearly demonstrates the negative 

impact of deferring the scheme, i.e. penalty costs or loss of income, 
where these are material (if any schemes are deferred, cancelled or 
scope reduced there will inevitably be some abortive costs).

This prioritisation process needs to align with the priorities identified from the 
fundamental review of revenue budgets. However, the consequent criteria will take 
time to formulate and the need for prioritisation is immediate.

Only schemes funded from central resources are within scope of this exercise. Current 
capital schemes have a total central funding requirement of £429m. The following 
table summarises how these schemes have been categorised and the result of the 
prioritisation exercise:



As a result of the prioritisation exercise it is proposed that schemes with a value of
£340m are deferred for consideration in the fundamental review and schemes with a 
value of £89m are considered for continuation. An annual capital bid process should 
be introduced to set the budget from 2020/21 and inform the Medium-Term Financial 
Strategy against the revised prioritisation criteria.

Recommendations

Members are asked to:

 Approve the prioritisation of new capital projects in 2019/20 in accordance with 
the criteria in paragraph 6 and 7 and confirm any additional interim criteria to 
be applied pending the fundamental review (paragraph 18).

 Consider the schemes in paragraph 13 (Tables 2 - 4 and Appendices 1 – 4) for 
release from hold to continue through the Gateway procedure, with a combined 
value of £89m should they all be approved.

 Consider approving now £23.622m of funding for schemes detailed in Appendix 
6 as follows:

o internal loan funding with:
 payback periods of 5 years or less of up to £3m; and
 payback periods of more than 5 years of up to £18.818m

to be allocated from the reserves of City Fund and City’s Cash, subject 
to other relevant approvals including gateways and Court of Common 
Council. Each scheme will be considered under its own merits.

o funding of up to £1.804m for the other bids be drawn from the 
unallocated balances remaining in the 2018/19 City Fund and City’s 
Cash provisions for new schemes.

 Defer the approval of funding for schemes identified in Appendix 5A and 5B 
with a current value of £340m pending the fundamental review of services.

 Note that the unallocated balances remaining in the 2018/19 annual provisions 
for new schemes will be returned to the centre.

 Approve the introduction of an annual capital bid process to ensure that 
proposed new schemes are affordable and properly prioritised against criteria 
developed to reflect the new corporate model.

Main Report

Background

1. The City Corporation has a significant programme of major projects together with 
property investments and works to improve the operational property estate and the 
public realm. Spending on these types of activity is classified as capital 
expenditure.

2. The “Supplementary Revenue Projects” (SRP) classification was created to cover 
project expenditure controlled in the same way as capital projects that does not 
meet the accounting definition of capital expenditure, e.g. does not produce an



asset, such as preliminary project costs for feasibility and option appraisal. The 
relevant expenditure and income on such projects is posted to revenue accounts, 
rather than capitalised at year end.

3. The City Fund, City’s Cash and Bridge House Estates capital and supplementary 
revenue project budgets were approved by the Court of Common Council in March 
2019. They include only those budgets which are approved to spend in accordance 
with the corporate project procedures.

4. The current capital and SRP programme has not required the City Corporation to 
enter into external borrowing to fund projects, being able to fund projects from 
internal resources or external funding. With the inclusion of the Major Projects, the 
City Corporation will need to take on external borrowing on both City Fund and 
City’s Cash. There are also a significant number of pipeline projects for which 
funding has yet to be determined. Such projects would previously have been 
funded from reserve balances of the relevant City Corporation Fund.

5. In light of the scale of potential capital requirements, which exceed available 
resources, in terms of both funding and officer capacity, Members agreed it will be 
essential to prioritise effectively which capital and SRP projects should progress. 
Funding will need to be allocated in a measured way, by applying a process of 
prioritisation that ensures the right schemes are progressed in order to meet 
corporate objectives.

6. In June 2012, the Policy and Resources Committee agreed only projects that are 
considered essential and which fit within the following categories may be approved 
at Gateways 1-4 of the Project Procedure, until further notice:

1) Health and safety compliance
2) Statutory compliance
3) Fully/substantially reimbursable
4) Spend-to-save or income- generating, generally with a short payback 

period (as a rule of thumb within 5 years)
In addition, under exceptional circumstances, other projects considered to be 
a priority by the Resource Allocation Sub-Committee will be allowed to 
proceed.
In December 2017, the Policy and Resources Committee agreed the addition of 
a further eligible essential category:
7c) Major renewals of income generating assets.

7. In addition, in March 2019, the Policy and Resources Committee agreed that only 
projects that are considered essential and which meet the interim prioritisation 
criteria should be allocated funding. The agreed criteria are:

a. A hold on gateway 5 approvals in the project procedure and all new projects 
pending the review. Resource Allocation Sub-Committee could defer 
projects that are not critical for 1 year; and only

b. Approve essential schemes that:
i. Address a risk on the corporate risk register, and



ii. Have a sound business case that clearly demonstrates the negative 
impact of deferring the scheme, i.e. penalty costs or loss of income, 
where these are material (if any schemes are deferred, cancelled or 
scope reduced there will inevitably be some abortive costs).

8. The scope of the interim review relates only to schemes funded from central 
sources, which include the provisions for new schemes, On Street Parking 
Reserve, Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL), flexible external contributions and 
additional allocations from the general reserves of City Fund or City’s Cash. This 
means that projects funded from most ring-fenced funds, such as the Housing 
Revenue Account, Designated Sales Pools and Cyclical Works Programmes are 
excluded, together with schemes wholly funded from external grants, and tenant / 
developer contributions e.g. under S278 agreements and most S106 deposits.

Current Position

9. The majority of projects working their way through the early gateways are generally 
funded either from internal existing local risk budgets and ring-fenced sources such 
as the City Surveyor’s Designated Sales Pools or from external sources such as 
Section 106 deposits and Government/Transport for London grants which are 
restricted for specific purposes.

10. Ad hoc funding for small one-off schemes is through the £3m annual provisions for 
new schemes and therefore the need for a more robust prioritisation process 
applies in particular to focus on larger value requests (>£1m) which cannot 
generally be accommodated within the annual provisions.

11. A prioritisation exercise has been completed by officers to assess the unfunded 
pipeline capitals schemes that have not yet reached Gateway 5. Departments have 
provided commentary against the prioritisation criteria and added further unfunded 
pipeline schemes that had not been identified during the budget setting process 
earlier in the year.

12. The process followed by officers to assess the schemes was as follows:

a. Bids for loan funding/payback schemes were identified first. (NB many of 
these do not meet the prioritisation criteria).

b. All remaining bids were then assessed against the prioritisation criteria.
c. A second sift of schemes was undertaken to identify those which may be 

recommended.
d. Schemes which are direct dependencies for the confirmed Major Projects 

were separately identified.
e. The remaining schemes are recommended for deferral pending the 

outcome of the fundamental review.
13. This has resulted in schemes being categorised into the following groups. 

Members are asked to consider releasing these schemes from being on hold and 
allow them to progress through the gateway process. Where funding is required to 
enable projects to progress now (or pending an imminent decision from Resource 
Allocation Sub-Committee), this is shown against each bid.



a. Funding bids which fulfil the prioritisation criteria and are recommended for 
approval (Appendix 1)

b. Funding bids that require Member consideration (Appendix 2)



c. Funding bids which require internal loans or have a payback period that 
require Member consideration (Appendix 3)

d. Schemes which are dependencies for the Major Projects are recommended 
to continue through the gateway process to maintain pace. Three schemes 
have been identified (shown in Appendix 4) with a current total estimated 
funding requirement of £19m, although there are no funding requests for 
immediate approval.

14. The bids that are requested for approval by Members to progress are at various 
stages of the gateway procedure. The progress of each scheme will be one of the 
following routes:

a. some have reached gateway 4a or gateway 5 and require a funding decision 
now (as highlighted in the tables above)

b. some have previously received funding approval and can progress

c. the remainder can be released from ‘on hold’ and be allowed to progress 
through the approval process for final funding confirmation at gateway 4a/5 
as appropriate.

15. There are 9 new requests for funding comprising up to £21.818m of internal loan 
funding and £1.804m of central financial support. The Corporate Priorities Board 
proposes the following financing strategy (detailed in Appendix 6):

a. the loan funding be allocated from the reserves of City Fund and City’s 
Cash as appropriate, subject to other relevant approvals including 
gateways and Court of Common Council.

b. funding for the other bids be drawn from the unallocated balances 
remaining in the 2018/19 City Fund and City’s Cash provisions for new 
schemes.

16. If the above allocations from the 2018/19 provisions for new schemes are 
approved, unallocated balances of £1.110m will remain for City Fund and



£3.218m for City’s Cash. It is proposed that these sums be returned to the 
balances of the respective funds. The future relevance of the annual provisions 
for new schemes will be considered in the context of the proposed new annual 
capital funding bid process (see para 19 and 20 below).

17. A summary of remaining schemes that are recommended for deferral is shown at 
Appendices 5A (City Fund) and 5B (City’s Cash). Detailed schedules are available 
on request.

Further Proposals

18. Following the prioritisation exercise completed by officers, Member are asked to 
consider if any amendments to the interim prioritisation criteria in advance of the 
fundamental review should be agreed e.g.

a. replacement of critical end-of-life components for core services;

b. schemes required to deliver high priority policies

c. schemes with a high reputational impact.

19. The fundamental review will assess the services provided by the City Corporation 
presenting a series of options for consideration at the RASC away day. The capital 
programme can then be assessed and reviewed against the revised corporate 
model, developing a set of prioritisation criteria for approval by Policy and 
Resources Committee.

20. An annual capital bid process will be introduced to set the budget from 2020/21 
and inform the Medium-Term Financial Strategy against the revised prioritisation 
criteria. Bids will be assessed against criteria reflecting the new corporate model. 
This will avoid any waste of resources by progressing only those schemes with 
confirmed funding through the gateways.

21. Financial provision for those schemes approved for funding through the annual 
bid process will be incorporated into the MTFPs to demonstrate the affordability 
and prudence of our capital plans.

Conclusion

22. The current prioritisation criteria for capital schemes are not effectively determining 
which projects should be funded. A revised set of criteria need to be agreed with 
Members. This will form part of the fundamental review.

23. In the meantime, schemes progressing in 2019/20 will be subject to interim 
prioritisation criteria, deferring projects where possible to be assessed by the 
revised criteria.

24. This report sets out the schemes that officers are asking Members to consider for 
continuation in the Gateway procedure and those schemes being recommended 
for deferral.
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 Appendix 1 – Funding bids with internal loans/payback
 Appendix 2 – Funding bids which fulfil the prioritisation criteria
 Appendix 3 – Funding bids which are recommended for further consideration
 Appendix 4 – Major Project dependant funding bids
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 Appendix 5B – Current City’s Cash bids recommended for deferral
 Appendix 6 – Financing strategy for approved schemes
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